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Q1 A]Write synonyms :                (4) 

1) disgusted   2) obtainable   3) honour  4) request   

     B] Write antonyms :                (4) 

        1) enter   2) patient   3) respect   4) strong  

    C] Write rhyming words for the following :              (4) 

       1) places    2) begins   3) eyes  4) that  

    D] Underline the silent letters :                   (4) 

       1) honest   2) gnomes   3)  honour   4)  island  

    E]  Form bigger words from the given words :            (4) 

        1) great   2) fashion   3) inform  4) encourage      

 

QII A] Fill in the blanks  :               (4) 

        1) The stag heard an _______ going swish across the pool.   

        2) The ________ is not mentioned in friendly letters.  

        3) Gandhiji was one of the _________ leaders of the world. 

        4) The children were allowed to keep the book with them for __________.  
 

      

     B] State whether the following statements are true or false:        (4) 

        1. Lokmanya Tilak started the first school for girls in Pune. 
        2. The dog wanted to eat the hay that was put in the manger. 
        3. The Sultan beheaded the Qazi with his sword. 

        4. The students of Class IV wrote a letter of thanks to the Librarian. 
 

     C] Match the following :                (4) 
                 Column A      Column B  

           1. English        a. will wear diamonds  
           2. The roses     b. for everything you do   

           3. The children       c. the trickiest language  
           4. There’s a time      d. laugh and play during recess  

 
 
 

     D] Write the simple past tense form of the following :          (4) 

        1. sit   2. tell   3. say  4. teach   

     E] Complete the following :              (4) 

         1. The officer could not return without _______________________________________.  

2. Manuja suggested that they could ________________________________________. 

3. Chen Yaozi lost all his ___________________________________________________. 

4. The library period lasted for hardly _______________________________________. 

 

  

 
 
      



Q III A] Make sentence of your own using the following phrases :       (3) 

1) not a trace  2) with great difficulty  3) be all ears  

  

        B] Add ‘ ing ‘ to the following words to make new words :         (3) 

 1) admire   2) brood   3) clap  

 

         C] Add ‘ ly ’ to the following words to form new words :                 (2) 

          1) deep  2) happy 

       D] Answer the following questions :               (6) 

         1) Who keeps ten million serving men ? 

          2) What did the stag like about himself ? Why ? 

          3) What did the old man say ?  

          4) What did Gandhiji finally wear for the reception  ? 

          5) Why was the Sultan surprised ? 

          6) In which language would the children write letters ?  

       E] Answer the following questions briefly :           (6)  

1) Who was Chen Yaozi ? 

2) How will you use an ‘ online ’ dictionary ? 

3) Why did the Qazi hide a whip under the cushion ? 

 

Grammar 

Q IV A) Do as directed:           (8) 

1) This ___________ has interesting stories.  

(Fill in the blank with a common noun) 

2) I ___________ (sleep) till late on Sunday.  

(Fill in the blank with the future tense form of the given verb) 

3) proud ____________. (Write the abstract noun form of the given word) 

4) The bachelor left the house in a hurry. 

 (Rewrite the sentence by changing the gender of the underlined word) 

5) The ripe, red ________(tomato) tasted yummy.  

(Fill in the blank with the plural form of the word given in bracket) 

6) Rupal was ______ hour late to _______ party. 

 (Fill in the blanks with articles) 

7) He bought newspaper from the vendor.  

(Rewrite the sentence in the simple present tense) 

8) Rohan fed the ________ of geese with some bread crumbs. 

(Fill in the blank with a collective noun) 

B) Read the passage and answer the questions given below :    (3) 

  Rabindranath Tagore was born in Calcutta in 1861. He started writing poetry 

at a young age. He wrote songs in praise of India. Our National Anthem was written by 

him. His best known work is Gitanjali. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 

1931.  

 

 



 

Questions :  

1) When and where was Rabindranath Tagore born ? 

2) What was he awarded with ? 

3) Find two proper nouns from the passage.  

 

    C) Write a letter to the Principal of your school requesting for the change of   (3)  

        division.               

 

D) Write an essay on ‘ A Rainy Day ’.        (4) 

           
 

    E) Write a story with the help of the given outline. Give an appropriate title  

        and write the moral of the story at the end.       (2) 
  

   Lazy grasshopper laughs at a little ant - she is always gathering food – winter 

comes – ant settles down in her house – has plenty of food to last the whole winter – 

grasshopper has nothing to eat – begs her for a little corn – ant refuses him.   

 

All the best 
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Q1 A] Write synonyms :               (4) 

2) brooding   2) designed   3) smiled  4) official   

     B] Write antonyms :                (4) 

        1) obeyed   2) accepted   3) comfortable  4) strong  

    C] Write rhyming words for the following :              (4) 

       1) small    2) main   3) mouse   4) west  

    D] Underline the silent letters :                   (4) 

       1) knife    2) doubt   3)  knight   4) psychology  

    E]  Form bigger words from the given words :            (4) 

        1) loving    2) women   3) faith   4) avail       

 

QII A] Fill in the blanks  :               (4) 

        1) The new arrivals had been displayed in the _________.   

        2) The Principal asked the librarian to give a ________ to the students.  

        3) __________ gave lot of importance to truth, simplicity and non-violence. 

        4) The ox wanted to eat the hay that was put in the __________.  
 

      

     B] State whether the following statements are true or false:        (4) 

        1. Gandhiji showed the new path of satyagraha. 
        2. The ox was hungry. 
        3. The Qazi was not an honest man. 

        4. The Principal sent the student’s letter to the librarian. 
 

     C] Match the following :                (4) 
                 Column A      Column B  

           1. English        a. will wear diamonds  
           2. The roses     b. for everything you do   

           3. The children       c. the trickiest language  
           4. There’s a time      d. laugh and play during class  

 
 
 

     D] Write the simple past tense form of the following :          (4) 

        1. try   2. ask   3. cross  4. walk   

     E] Complete the following :              (4) 

         1. The guards refused to let the officer _______________________________________.  

2. The students of class IV promised  __________________________________________. 

3. The people watching it were ________________________________________________. 

4. The library period lasted for hardly _______________________________________. 

 

  

 
 
      



Q III A] Make sentence of your own using the following phrases :       (3) 

2) look after  2) if you allow   3) hot on his trail   

  

        B] Add ‘ ing ‘ to the following words to make new words :         (3) 

 1) draw   2) carry   3) hang  

 

         C] Add ‘ ly ’ to the following words to form new words :                 (2) 

          1) extravagant  2) loud 

       D] Answer the following questions :               (6) 

         1) Do the serving men of the small person get any rest ? 

          2) What was the stag unhappy with ? 

          3) What was the path that Gandhiji showed the people ?  

          4) What did Chen Yaozi like ? 

          5) Was the officer successful in serving the summons ? 

          6) What were the children going to learn that day ?  

       E] Answer the following questions briefly :           (6)  

1) What did Chen Yaozi tell the old man at the end ? 

2) Mention the different types of dictionaries. 

3) Why did every one praise the Sultan and the Qazi ? 

 

Grammar 

Q IV A) Do as directed:           (8) 

9) I would like some ___________ after lunch.  

(Fill in the blank with a common noun) 

10) She ___________ (write) a letter to her mother.  

(Fill in the blank with the future tense form of the given verb) 

11) strong - ____________. (Write the abstract noun form of the given word) 

12) The milkman has already delivered the milk. 

 (Rewrite the sentence by changing the gender of the underlined word) 

13) There are two ________(mouse) under the sofa.  

(Fill in the blank with the plural form of the word given in bracket) 

14) I admire ______ wisdom of Solomon. 

 (Fill in the blanks with articles) 

15) I will lose weight by exercising daily.  

(Rewrite the sentence in the simple present tense) 

16) An ________ of soldiers.  

(Fill in the blank with a collective noun) 

B) Read the passage and answer the questions given below :    (3) 

  There once was a beautiful butterfly named Claire that didn’t know where  

     she came from. So she flew and flew until she could find someone to help her. She 

flew through the forest and met an interesting animal named Johnny. He was a black 

bear. Claire explained her story to Johnny. Johnny  told Claire that he could help her. 

They got through the forest and ended up at a mountain.   

 



 

 

Questions :  

4) Whom did Claire meet when she flew through the forest ? 

5) Who was Johnny ? 

6) Write any two common nouns from the passage.  

 

    C) Write a letter to the Principal of your school requesting for the change of   (3)  

        division.               

 

D) Write an essay on ‘ A Rainy Day ’.        (4) 

           
 

    E) Write a story with the help of the given outline. Give an appropriate title  

        and write the moral of the story at the end.       (2) 
  

   Poor farmer – hen lays a golden egg every day – farmer’s wife greedy – wants all 

the eggs – together – wife takes a knife – kills the hen – thinks she will get all the golden 

eggs – no eggs, no hen – cries.    

 

All the best 
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Q1A)  Complete the following:                                                                                                         (6) 

     1)  An ________ angle is smaller than a right angle. 

    2) 17×6 = _________  

    3)   20×______ = 8000 

    4)  3H×7 = ________  

    5)  16×4 = _________ 

    6)  60 ÷ 3 =__________ 

   B) Do as directed :                                                                                                                           (10) 

     1) 56,432   (Write in words) 

     2) Forty thousand and five   (Write in figures) 

     3) 45,073   (Write the expanded form of the number) 

     4) 5TH , 3U , 9H , 6 TTh      (Write the number the digits make) 

     5) 70,000 + 500 + 20 + 8      (Write the number from the expanded form) 

     6)  83614       (Write the place value of the  underlined digit) 

     7)    185       (Write in International number) 

     8)  231               (Write in Devanagari number) 

     9)                       (Name the type of angle) 

 

    10)  3000 + 2000           (Add the numbers) 

 

 C)   Match the pairs:                                                                                                                            (5) 

                               A                                                                                B 

     1)    8222 – 2222                                                                      a) 9010 

     2)   24                                                                                        b) even number 

     3)   Nine thousand and ten                                                    c) 6000  

     4)                                                                                                d) 67000+505 

     5)   Fifty six thousand +three hundred and two                 e) radius   

QII A) Arrange the given numbers in ascending and descending order using  (˂ , ˃ ) sign:                (4)                             

         a)  3486 ; 4368 ; 8634                                  b) 7864 ; 7683 ; 7846    

    B) Write break ups for the given numbers:                                                                                         (6)    



         a) 7468                                             b) 8235 

 

 

 

 

 

    C) Complete the following table:                                                                                                                 (4) 

     

  

  
       (i) Figure 
                                                                                   

                             C 
                 
                A                       B 

1) Name of  the figure  

2) Name of sides  

3) Name of vertices  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                 (3) 

(ii) Number The digit in units 
place 

Even/odd 

1)  21   

2) 33   

3) 48   

 

     D) Write the proper digits in the boxes:                                                                                                    (4) 

      

                 8                   9                  

       __                1                   3 

       ______________________ 

               6         8        5         6 

     

  QIII  A)   Arrange horizontally and solve:                                                                                                     (6) 

           a)32415 + 41352                 b) 53241 + 4325                       c) 8573 - 3241        

 

        B) Arrange vertically and add:                                                                                                                 (8) 

           a)  34869  +  174222                                             b) 3264  +  4324  + 12                                                                                                                                                                                                         

c)        c)  49357  +  1658  +  399  +  25                          d) 39249  +  12832 

           

         C)  Arrange vertically and subtract:                                                                                                        (8) 

          a)  9732  -  6547 b)  88735  -  7168 

          c)  58324  -  29198 d)   82650  -  7038 

           

  QIV  A) Multiply using the lattice method:                                                                                                  (9) 

            a)  45  ×  13                       b)  143  ×  23            c)   108  ×  52                                                       

 

          B)  Divide                                                                                                                                                     (8) 

          a)  36  ÷  3                          b)  63  ÷  9                 c)  80  ÷  4                d)  86  ÷  5 

QV) Solve the following word problems:                                                                                                       (9) 

1) There are 25 sacks of grains in a warehouse.If each sack weighs 120Kg.  What is the 

total weight of all the sacks? 

2)  There are 47640 people in a town. Out of these 24315 people are literate. Find the 

number of illiterate people. 

3) In a stadium, there are 235 chairs in one row.How many chairs in all are there in 25 such rows? 
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Q1A)  Fill in the blanks:                                                                                                    (5) 

     1)  Shivaji built another fort at Bhorpya hill and named it ______________. 

    2) ____________looked after the Adilshahi administration . 

    3)   ____________ became the first capital of Swaraj. 

    4)  Saibai came from the _________________ family of Phaltan  

    5)  Shivaji Maharaj was born on the ____________ fort. 

   B) State wether the following statements are true or false :                               (5) 

     1) Shivaji made  distinction between the Hindus and Muslims. 

     2) Afzalkhan was previously the Subhedar of Wai. 

     3) Krishnaji Bhaskar was the vakil of Afzalkhan. 

     4) Jijabai was the daughter of Lakhujirao Jadhav of Phaltan. 

     5) Shivaji gave the name ‘ Pratapgad ‘ to the fort of Rairi.  

    C)   Match the column:                                                                                                 (5) 

                               A                                                                           B 

     1)    Sultan of Ahmadnagar                                              a) Tukaram Gatha 

     2)   Fazalkhan                                                                     b)   Maloji Raje 

     3)   Dadaji Konddev                                                           c)   son of Afzalkhan  

     4)   Sant Tukaram                                                              d)   Nizamshah 

     5)   Restoration of Ghrushneshwar temple                  e)   Subhedar of Kondana   

QIIA)   State the relation:                                                                                                 (2) 

      1)  Shahaji and Sharifji  

     2)  Jijabai and Shivaji  

    B)   Answer in words:                                                                                                    (5) 

     1)  Who started the tradition of bravery in Maharashtra? 

    2)  Which area was known as the  ‘ tiger’s hideout ‘ ? 

    3)  What is the meaning of Swaraj? 

    4)   Whose birth anniversary do we celebrate with great pomp and reverence ‘? 

    5)   Who popularised the worship of strength? 



QIIIA)  Give reasons:                                                                                                      (4) 

        1) Dadaji gave concession in land tax for few years. 

        2)  Shivaji selected the fort of Torana to lay the foundation of Swaraj. 

QIIIB)  Answer in brief:                                                                                                  (6) 

         1)  What was the ideal of Shivaji? 

        2)  What note did Shivaji send to Yeshwantrao Morey? 

        3) Whose stories did Jijabai tell Shivaji? 

  

 

                                       ALL THE BEST  
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Q1A)  Fill in the blanks:                                                                                                    (5) 

     1)  __________ was a capable Vazir of Nizamshah.  

    2) People living in Maval region were called ________ . 

    3)   ____________ became the first capital of Swaraj. 

    4)  Afzalkhan was previously the subhedar of _________.  

    5)  The time in which Shivaji Maharaj lived was that _________ period. 

   B)State whether the following statements are True or False :                            (5) 

     1) Vijayraj gave protection to Jijabai. 

     2) Swraj means self-government. 

     3) Javali was known as ‘tiger’s-hide out’. 

     4) Torna fort was named after Goddess Shivaidevi. 

     5) Samarth Ramdas raised Ganesh temples at numerous places.  

    C)   Match the column:                                                                                                 (5) 

                               A                                                                           B 

     1)    Moghul Emperor                                                    a) Sanskrit language 

     2)   Dadaji Konddev                                                          b)   1645 A.D. 

     3)   Javali                                                               c)   Akbar  

     4)   Oath of swaraj                                                            d)   Subhedar of Kondana   

     5)   Shivaji’s Royal seal                            e)   Morey   

QIIA)   State the relation:                                                                                                 (2) 

      1)  Maloji Raje and Vithoji Raje  

     2)  Babaji Raje and Vithoji Raje  

     3) Jijibai and Shivaji 

     4) Shahaji Raje and Lakhijirao Jadhav  

    B)   Answer in words:                                                                                                    (5) 

     1)  New name given to the fort of Rairi by Shivaji. 

    2)  Place chosen as the meeting place for Shivaji and Afzalkhan. 

    3)  Ideal of Shivaji Maharaj. 

    4)   Fort neglected by Adilshah. 



    5)   Games  Shivaji and children of the Mawlas play. 

QIIIA)  Give reasons:                                                                                                      (4) 

        1) Jijabai named her son as Shivaji. 

        2)  No one crossed Morey’s path. 

QIIIB)  Answer in brief:                                                                                                  (6) 

         1)  What do you know about Afzalkhan? 

        2)  Why did Sant Dnyaneshwar lock himself in his hut? 

        3) Write about the Mavlas. 

  

 

                                       ALL THE BEST  
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QI A) Fill in the blanks :      (5) 

         1. A combustible gas called ______ is obtained from cattle dong. 

         2. Water stored in _______ is used for generating electricity. 

         3.  To ensure good _______ , we must have safe drinking water. 

         4.  The tiny peaks on our tongue is called _______ . 

         5.  Plant use ______ while preparing their food. 

    B) Write whether the following statements are true or false :      (5) 

         1. If aquatic plants are given more water they start rotting. 

2. We cannot easily see the eggs of an ant because they are very tiny. 

3. The rice requires greater amount of rainfall for its growth. 

4. Pulp of paper cannot be reused for anything. 

5. The process of threshing is done after the process of winnowing. 

    C) Match the columns :     (5) 

               A                                                                    B 

1. Controlling movements                       a) Modak  

2. Jayakwadi                                              b) Fibres 

3. Ratnagiri                                                 c) Sour   

4. Tamarind                                               d) Brain 

5. Jute                                                         e) Godavari 

Q II A) Name the following :     (7) 

          1. The shadding of old skin to make way for new growth is called. 

          2. The main source of water on earth. 

          3. Metals used to make pots in earlier time. 

          4. Fruits that should be eaten with peals. 

          5. Things obtained from forests. 

          6. Where is drinking water made potable? 

          7. Name two vegetables. 

 



B) Answer the following questions in one sentence :     (8) 

  1. Which needs of our are fulfilled by the nature ? 

  2. What is dam built on ? 

  3. Which are the sources of water in villages ? 

 

  4. Which food ingredients contain sour elements ? 

  5. What is an atmosphere ? 

  6. What is used to weave the cloth ? 

  7. What is the place called where salt is obtained from sea water ? 

  8. Which factors do help crops to grow well ? 

Q III A) Give reasons :     (8) 

          1. We keep different domestic animals with us. 

          2. When we remove the lid of a soda water bottles, bubbles fizz out from it. 

          3. The brain has to kept completely safe. 

          4. A piece of alum is swirled in the muddy water during rainy season. 

         B) Answer the following questions :      (8) 

          1. Why does a hen become aggressive when she is hatching her eggs? 

          2. How is a field prepared for sowing. 

          3. What changes in the clothing do we make according to climate? Write four  

               sentences? 

          4. Why is air at a greater heights in the atmosphere rare? 

        C) Label the following diagram :     (2) 

 

All the best 
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QI A) Fill in the blanks :      (5) 

         1. Plants use ________ gas while preparing food. 

         2. Clothes are __________ therefore they can be used again. 

         3.  Water stored in a _______ is used for generating electricity. 

         4. The mixture obtained on dissolving a substance in water is called _______. 

         5. Water does not become _________. 

    B) Write whether the following statements are true or false :      (5) 

         1. Pulp of paper cannot be reused for anything. 

2. Taste buds are situated in the nose. 

3. Mangoes are largely grown in summer. 

4. Tea leaves can be separated from tea by filtration. 

5. Female insects never lays eggs in the grains. 

    C) Match the columns :     (5) 

               A                                                 B 

1. Bor                                      a) Bhima  

2. Ujni                                     b) lakes 

3. Solapur                              c) forest   

4. Source of water               d) atmosphere 

5. Layer of the earth            e) peanut chutney 

Q II A) Name the following :     (7) 

          1. Constituent of air that helps in burning. 

          2. Internal organ present between the two lungs. 

          3. The woman buying old clothes in exchange of new utensils. 

          4. Two things obtained from animals. 

          5. Two pulses to be eaten after sprouting. 

          6. Two crops grown in the region of moderate rainfall. 

          7. Two fruits grown in summer season. 

 



B) Answer the following questions in one sentence :     (8) 

  1. What is used to weave the cloth? 

  2. What gets mixed with the air when water boils? 

  3. What is harvesting? 

 

  4. What are nourishing foods? 

  5. Which food items are widely used in the coastal regions of India? 

  6. On which fuel does the pump run? 

  7. Which instrument is used for observing tiny micro-organisms? 

  8. Why is winter called the season of paangal or falling of leaves? 

Q III A) Give reasons :     (8) 

          1. Blood must be kept flowing in the blood vessels throughout the body. 

          2. A piece of alum is swirled in the muddy water during rainy seasons. 

          3. A tiger has stripes. 

          4. Our body must be healthy. 

         B) Answer the following questions :      (8) 

          1. Why should we not waste food? 

          2. Write about importance of dams. 

          3. What is moulting? Why does caterpillar moult? 

          4. What changes in the clothing we make according to the season? 

        C) Label the following diagram :     (2) 

 

 

All the best 
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iz- 1yk-v½ fjdkE;k tkxk Hkjk- (Fill in the blanks)               

3      

       1½               fpofpo djrs-  

       2½ xje elkyk            Hkjrks-  

       3½ eyk           ?kkyk-  

iz- 1yk-c½ dks.k rs fygk-           2 

           (Name the following) 

 1) FkqbZ FkqbZ ukp.kkjk & 

 2½ >qy.kkjs &  

 

iz- 2jk- tksM;k tqGok- (Match the column)           2 
            v xV                     c xV  

         1½ >kMkojhy            1½ eqyxk 

        2½ gRrhph               2½ QG 

                                3½ lksaM 

 

iz- 3jk- [kkyhy iz”ukaph mRrjs ,dk “kCnkr fygk- (Answer in one word)          2      

 1½ ipuklkBh eqykus dk; fnys \ 

 2½ dks.kkph gkd ,sdw ;srs \ 
 

iz- 4Fkk- [kkyhy iz”ukaph mRrjs ,dk okD;kr fygk- (Answer in one sentence)          5      

 1½ dksYgk dks.kkP;k fn”ksus ;sr gksrk \ 

 2½ iznw’k.k d”kkeqGs deh gksrs \ 

 3½ eqykus dk; tkghj dsys \ 

 4½ dks.k glr jkg.kkj vkgs \ 

 5½ eqyxk dks.kkyk ?kkcjyk \ 

iz- 5ok-v½ [kkyhy baxzth “kCnkapk vFkZ ejkBhr fygk-           2 

       (Write the meanings of the following words in Marathi) 
        1½ bird -  

            2) fish –  

 

iz- 5ok-c½ [kkyhy ejkBh “kCnkapk vFkZ baxzthr fygk-           2 

       (Write the meanings of the following words in English) 
 1½ ok< &  

        2½ ikÅl & 

 

 

 

 

 



 
                    

 

 iz- 6ok-v½ lekukFkhZ “kCn fygk- (Write synonyms)           2 

        

  1½ ?kj ¾     2½ ik.kh ¾    

 

iz- 6ok-c½ fo:n~/kkFkhZ “kCn fygk- (Write opposite)           2 

        

 1½ FkaMh ×    2½ gl.ks ×    
 

iz- 6ok- d½ opu cnyk  (Write plural for following)           2 

             
        1½ i{kh &   2½ ?kjVs & 

  

         M½ [kkyhy rDrk iw.kZ djk  ¼ fyax ½ (Complete the table) (Gender)        2 
            

              Qwy] f[kMdh] >kM] QGk 

       

  rks       rh       rs 

   

   

 

iz- 7ok-[kkyhyiSdh dks.kR;kgh ,d fo’k;koj fuca/k fygk  (Write an essay)      4 
 

           1½ ikolkGk  

      2½ eh  

 

 

gkfnZd “kqHksPNk 

 


